
Series

Live Action 1 x 90’ HD

Facts for your success: Adventure movie filled with action, emotions and humor

Fun and entertainment for the whole family

Theatrical release in German-speaking Europe



E
lephants labo-

riously climb 

a snow-covered 

mountain, driven by 

men in Roman garb  who are trans-

porting the treasure of the legendary Roman 

general Hannibal. Because the path up the 

mountain is be coming increasingly tortuous, 

the men decide to stow part of the treasure in a cave. 

2000 years later, two youngsters and a dog are in search of 

the treasure, which they find ensconced deep within a cave 

behind glacier ice that’s thousands of years old. The two 

youngsters are Fred Fox and his friend Roman Zenkert. Be-

side himself with excitement at the prospect of finding the 

treasure, Roman provokes a life-threatening rock slide while 

hacking at the ice. 

30 years later: someone has broken into Fred’s construction 

trailer and stolen the plans to his newest invention: a solar-

powered paraglider. Further, the thieves have taken three 

little puppies hostage to get from Fred what they really came 

for: the map to get to Hannibal’s treasure … 

Fred, 11-year old Laila, her aunt Yasemin and Fred’s dog Cooky 

hunt for the thieves and try to rescue the puppies as well as the 

plans for the paraglider. It’s only when they reach the thieves’ 

hideout in an old castle that they realize who’s behind the 

evil plan and what danger they really got themselves into.  

They are taken prisoners by evil Roman Zenkert, who has 

grown up to become an international art and antiques 

thief and who has only one goal in mind: to find the way 

back to Hannibal’s cave and secure the ancient treasure for 

himself. The adventure comes to a dramatic showdown in the 

Alps … will Fred be able to stop Roman from putting his evil 

plan into action?

“The Hunt for Hannibal’s Treasure” is an adventure movie for 

family audiences. Filled with action, emotion and humor, 

it relates the exciting hunt for an ancient treasure hid-

den deep in a forgotten cave in the Alps. 

Directed by renowned filmmaker Peter 

Timm and produced by Studio TV.Film 

for ZDF and ZDF Enterprises, the 

film is suitable for all audiences 

from the age of six. 

Produced by: Studio.TV.Film

Director: Peter Timm

Genre: Family Film

Also available: Theatrical Rights
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